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Abstract. Tbe knowledge organizations have already deployed or are deploying 
their Knowledge Management systems. And the knowledge service is the key 
mechanism for knowledge sharing in an organization. There are two 
mechanisms to implement knowledge service: "PulI" and "Push". Tbe "Push" 
mechanism is widely used to push the right knowledge to tbe right person at the 
right time actively. At present, the publishlsubscribe strategy is adopted mostly 
to implement the active push of knowledge. However, it can not guarantee the 
timely knowledge push. Based on the ECA and Multi-Agent techniques, a 
framework to implement Timely Information & Knowledge Push Service 
(TlKPS) is put forward in this paper. In the framework, ECA rules are utilized 
to represent the knowledge consumers' requirements. And a rule engine is 
designed to implement the timely knowledge push mechanism integrated with 
Multi-Agent techniques. Finally, an application examplc of the mcchanism is 
given under tclecom enterprise information and knowledge service 
environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of tbe recent trends in information service is the active personalized service 
mechanisrn, also called "information push". Active services are popular because they 
provide R4 Service: the Right information at the Right time in the Right way to the 
Right person [1]. Another trend in enterprise information management is Knowledge 
Management (KM) [2-4]. Many organizations have already deployed or are deploying 
their Knowledge Management systems. And the knowledge service becomes the key 
factor for knowledge sharing in an organization. 

Researchers have addressed the problems of efficient information & knowledge 
service and have proposed many approaches aiming at active personal information 
delivery [5-10], including Ontology-Based and XML-based Personalized information 
push, RSS, agent-based active information service etc.. The ontology-based user 
requirements modeling [6] can represent the semantic relative ofuser profile weil, but 
the event-driven and timely push requirements can hardly be satisfied, The 
publish/subscribe strategy in RSS [8J and the agent-based push method [9] are applied 
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to implement the active push of certain knowledge. However, it can not guarantee the 
timely knowledge push (e.g. when some incidents occur, the user needs some specific 
knowledge). 

There are also some projects that have tackled the issue of active personalized 
information & knowledge push service: compound knowledge push system [11], 
Knowledge active push for product design [12] and AACP [1]. The first two systems 
both adopt the workflow-driven knowledge push method, the former system also uses 
Agent technology to implement real time knowledge push; the latter implement the 
specific knowledge active push for product design. The AACP paradigm adopts a 
push-based, event-driven, interest-related, adaptive and active information service 
mode. However, none of the three projects considers the situation of conditional 
event-driven information & knowledge push service need (which occurs frequently), 
and consequently could not guarantee the timely push of needed information & 
knowledge most of the time. 

In this paper, the combination ofECA and Multi-Agent techniques is frrstly used to 
represent user's requirements in order to implement the timely information & 
knowledge push service (TIKPS) under various situations. 

In the distributed and multi-task context, the usage of Multi-Agent framework 
appears very promising [13-14). Active information & knowledge push on demand 
service mainly includes obtaining user's requirements, monitoring and searching the 
required information from distributed information sources, and pushing the needed 
information to the user at the right time. Multiple agents can collaborativeIy fulfill the 
information source monitoring task, the information query requirements, and the 
information delivery task. 

Since the information & knowledge push requirements are mostly driven by data 
change events, each of these agents generally performs data oriented and event-driven 
actions. So Event-Condition-Action (ECA) mIes can be efficiently employed to 
implement timely information & knowledge push. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as folIows. In section 2 we give a 
motivating example of TIKPS scenarios. In section 3 we present the proposed TIKPS 
framework and elaborate on the implement mechanism of agents with ECA mIes. 
Then, section 4 discusses how the proposed solution can be used for the motivating 
example of section 2. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. MOTIVA TING EXAMPLE 

Typically, there are four situations of information & knowledge needs for business 
manager in the telecom enterprise. 1) The manager usually needs to read any reports 
about business performance per month. 2) The manager wants to know any new 
information and knowledge of one specific subject any time, e.g. the subject of 
"Customer Segmentation". 3) When some business incidents occur, the manager 
should know them immediately. For example, when the rate of "customer churn" 
reaches its threshold value (e.g. 2%), the manager needs to know these customers 
profile, the history "customer churn" value of the last 3 months, and the relevant 
knowledge of "customer churn" and solutions of "customer churn" incidents in 
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history. 4) when the manager check in, he/she want to receive all subscribed 
interesting information & knowledge. 

Supposing the manager is a user of TIKPS, after his (supposing the manager is 
male) register and first log on to the system, he submit his information & knowledge 
requirement to system, including 4 situations as described in the former part of this 
section. Tbe system will create a user agent for the manager, responsible for all the 
issues of information & knowledge push service for this user. Tben according to the 
requirement of the user, this user agent will responsible for generating a 
Requirement Modeling agent (RM agent) and several specific pusb agents for each 
type ofpush mode. Tbe RM agent will abstract the manager's requirement to be ECA 
mIes. Tbe specific push agents, corresponding with the 4 situations as described in the 
former part ofthis section, will be Time-Sensitive push agent (TS push agent), Real
Time push agent (RT push agent), Conditional Event-Driven push agent (CED push 
agent), and User Event-Driven push agent (UED push agent). 

TIKPS 
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Figure 1. Tbe CoUaboratioD of Agents 

Each push agent encapsulates the specific type of information & knowledge push 
task. Tbe push agent will fmd the information & knowledge sources with the user 
given subjects or keywords. For each source, it will form and deploy a monitoring 
agent. Tbe target of this agent is to monitor the information source, capture the 
matched event, and take the relevant action. According to the ECA mies, the action 
may be forming another agent e.g. query agent ifthe condition satisfied, or processing 
a computation (when complex event or condition). Tbe query agent will search the 
needed information & knowledge, and then inform the User Agent to deploy a 
delivery agent, which will deliver the discovered information & knowledge to user 
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by a certain metbod (may be different according to tbe user's state, e.g. email, SMS 
etc.). Tbe figurel illustrates the collaboration between agents. 

3. TIKPS FRAMEWORK & AGENTS ARCmTECTURE 

3.1 TIKPS Framework 
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Figure 2. TlKPS Arcbitecture 

TlKPS 

Tbe proposed framework of TIKPS system is summarized in Figure 2. Tbere are 
three layers: User layer, TIKPS layer and the enterprise information & knowledge 
circumstances layer. Two interfaces: information access interface and user interface. 
Tbe scope of TIKPS system is between tbe two interfaces. Tbe system consists of 
three main modules: Agent Manager (AM), Multi Agents and aDBMS. 
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Agent Manager. AM works as a lifecycJe manager of the multi agents. More 
specificaIly, AM is responsible for the storage, creation and activation of the agents. 
The creation of an agent mainly concerns the defmition of type, properties and roles 
of the agent. The activation of an agent mainly concerns the deployment of the 
incorporated ECA mIes in the aDBMS. Furthermore, AM manages meta-information 
about the agents, which is also stored in tbe aDBMS. For example, AM could check 
tbe credential of an agent and set the appropriate privileges to tbe agent' s ECA mIes. 

Multi Agents. The multi agents are tbe bebavior entities to implement the system's 
function with collaboration between eacb otber and the support of other modules of 
tbe system. Eacb agent has a specific task since it was created. And a set of ECA mIes 
are deployed to handle the agents' behavior. The following describes tbe main task of 
each agent. 
• User Agent: Interact with system user; obtain user information and user 

requirement information. 
• RM Agent: Analyze and modeling user requirement to be ECA mIes. 
• Pusb Agent: manager tbe information of a certain push mode, e.g. the information 

& knowledge source add and cut. The behavior of Push Agent may influence 
Monitoring Agent, e.g. a new information source added will result a new 
monitoring agent to be created and deployed. 

• Monitoring Agent: monitor the information source, capture the matched event, and 
take the relevant action. According to tbe ECA mIes, the action may be forming 
anotber agent e.g. query agent if tbe condition satisfied, or processing a 
computation (when complex event or condition). 

• Query Agent: search the enterprise information & knowledgc platform according 
to the user given subject and keywords. 

• Delivery Agent: deliver the discovered information & knowledge to user, the 
delivery method is designated by user agent according to user information wben it 
is created. 
The collaboration of agents has been illustrated in Figurel in section 2. 
aDBMS stores all·tbe local data of TIKPS system, incJuding the data come from 

Agent Manager (AM), the data from user interface and the ECA mIes. aDBMS 
provides API for extern al access. 

3.2 Tbe Definition Language: ECA Rules 

The ECA mIes are represented by the following general form: 
When <event expression> 

(lf <condition expression» 
Then <action expression> 
(Else <action expression» 

The mIes can be parametrical; thus, tbey may contain parameters that acquire 
values wben the mle is triggered. 

Event Expression. A wide range of events may be supported. Typical basic events 
incJude time relevant events, database events, external events, user events, message 
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transfer events, etc. Several basic events can compose a complex event through events 
operations [15]. Tbe event can be identified by its parameters, e.g. event type, event 
occur time, event source, event description etc. Event can be described by formal 
expression as follow. 

Event ::= <Basic Event> I <Basic Event> <Iogic operator> <Basic Event> (1) 

Basic Event ::= [time relevant event I database event I external event I user 
event I message transfer event] 

Logic Operator ::= "and" I "or" 

Condition Expression. Tbe condition part of the ECA rule is a Boolean 
expression or function defmed on the set of vaJues returned by a database query (in 
SQL for example). Generally, Condition can be described by formal expression as 
follow. 

Condition ::= <Simple Condition> I <Simple Condition> <Iogic operator> (2) 
<Simple Condition> 

Simple Condition ::= <Property condition> I <true I false> 

Property condition ::= <expression> < relational operator> <expression> 

Expression ::= variable I variable <operator> variable 

Operator::= + I - I * I / 

Relational Operator ::= "equal to" I "unequal to" I "more than" I "Iess than" I 
"not more than" I "not less than" 

Action Expression. Tbe action part is a list of actions that have to be executed 
with a specific order in the same transaction. Tbis is because an the actions have to be 
executed successfully. In case that at least one of them fails, the ones that have been 
executed have to roll back and the ones that are pending have to be canceled. Tbe 
actions can be database operations, ECA rule handling operations 
(activationldeactivation) or calls to functions of AM (functions for management of 
local agents, e.g. form a newagent), or even other arbitrary functions. Typically, 
Action can be described by formal expression as follow. 

Action ::= <function> I <data modify> (3) 

<Function> ::= function name "(" <parameter list> ")" 

Parameter list ::= <parameter> [{, <parameter>}] 

Parameter ::= variable I constant 
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Data modify ::= variable "set to" <expression> 

3.3 Monitoring Agent witb ECA Ru]es 

Monitoring Agent is the core agent to implement the timely and active push of 
information & knowledge. The purpose of a monitoring agent in TIKPS system is to 
achieve the following three tasks: I) monitor the possible information source to 
capture the matched event, 2) Check whether the condition is satisfied, and 3) if 
satisfied, generate relevant query agent to get the needed information & knowledge. 
As already c1aimed, we propose the agents to be implemented through ECA rules. 
Therefore, each monitoring agent is defmed using a number of ECA rules and a 
number of datasets. The ECA rules represent the logic of the agent while the datasets 
can contain initial parameters, agent state information as weil as results that have been 
collected and computed by the agent. 

Monitoring & push rules: the main purpose of the roles is to achieve the task of 
monitoring agent. The rules are responsible for executing of information & 
knowledge query and delivery or not. The rules are expressed by ECA rules as 
described in 5.2. The types of events here are most database events, time relevant 
events and user events. 

Datasets: we propose the existence of two datasets that accompany each agent. 
The first one is the control data~et that is necessary for agent to fmd the right 
monitoring object, the control dataset also have the state and the lifecycle information 
of agent. The second one is the information & knowledge requirement dataset, 
including the information query requirement. These two datasets along with the 
agent's code, the ECA rules, represent the memory ofthe agent. 

Other agents of the system, i.e. User agent, RM agent, push agent, query agent and 
delivering agent can be also implemented with ECA roles. However, the tasks and 
roles of each agent are differently assigned. The events activating the agent may be 
external events, message transfer events among agents, etc. For example, as illustrated 
in Figure 1 in section 2, When the Query Agent has any query result, a message will 
generated and send to User Agent, this message event activate User Agent to take 
action, which is forming a Delivery Agent. Overall, the structure and tbe work 
mechanism of agents are the same. In this paper, we emphasize the implementation of 
Monitoring Agent with ECA rules. 

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF TIKPS 

Following the motivating example of section 2, let's assurne that the User Agent 
has obtained the user's requirement, the four situations of information & knowledge 
needs. These four cases refer to 3 different types of events and 4 coupling mode of 
event and condition. 
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I. Time-trigger event; 
2. Data change event, no condition; 
3. Data change event, with condition; 
4. User interaction event. 

Time-trigger event: One type of the time-related basic events. Time-related events 
can be divided into two types: instantaneous event and inter-zone time event. Each 
event has an event ID (eID), and is composed of attributes such as begin time B(e), 
end time E(e), during D(e) and event level. In our motivating example, the Time
trigger event is an instantaneous event, which can be expressed as 
• CURRENT_TlME (timeO): Occurs when the current time is equal to timeO. 

Data change event: One type of the database-related events - when the content, 
state, or attributes of database change, Change (X). In our motivating example, the 
two data change event can be expressed as follow. 
• NEW (X, Subject,"Customer Segmentation"): A new entry X is inserted, and the 

remark "subject" ofX is"Customer Segmentation". 
• CHANGE (customer churn) and CURRENT_VALUE (customer chum) >= 2%: 

Tbe value of customer churn changes and the value are not less than 2%. 
User interaction event: when user takes some actions within the system, or user 

profile changes, or the state of user changes. In our motivating example, the user 
interaction event can be expressed as follow: 
• LOG_ON (manager _id): Occurs when manager log on to the system. 

Tbe RM agent will analyze and model the user requirements to be ECA mies. 
According to the analyze result, User Agent will form relevant Push Agents. Push 
Agent then form and deploy Monitoring Agents to information source. And the 
monitoring agent monitors the data source and takes action according to these ECA 
mIes. In our motivating example, the ECA mIes are described as follow. 

Rl: 

R2: 

R3: 

R4: 

When CURRENT JIME (timeO) 
Tben NEW(QueryAgent, qa); 

DEPLOY_ QueryAgent (qa, data_source, keLwords) 

When NEW (X, Subject,"Customer Segmentation") 
Tben NEW(DeliveryAgent, da); 

DEPLOY _ Delivery Agent (da, X) 

When CHANGE (customer chum) 
If CURRENT _ V ALUE (customer chum) >= 2% 
Tben NEW(QueryAgent, qa); 

DEPLOY _ QueryAgent (qa, data _source _set, key _ words) 

When LOG_ON (manager_id) 
Tben NEW(QueryAgent, qa); 

DEPLOY_ QueryAgent (qa, data_source, keLwords) 
In the above mies we use the following variables: 
• QueryAgent: an agent type. 
• DeliveryAgent: an agent type. 
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• qa: an agent entity. 
• Da: an agent entity. 
• data_source: the target database where information & knowledge query executed. 
• key _ words: the key words used to search information & knowledge. 
• data_source_set: numbers of target databases where information & knowledge 

query executed. 
And the following functions: 
• NEW(Agent_ Type, agent_ entity): form a new agent entity "agent_ entity" of the 

type "Agent_Type". 
• DEPLOY_ QueryAgent (agent_entity, data_source, keLwords): deploy an agent 

entity "agent_entity" of the type of QueryAgent, and the query source is within 
"data_source", with the key words--"key_words". 

• DEPLOY_ DeliveryAgent (agent_entity, result_set): deploy an agent entity 
"agent_entity" of the type of DeliveryAgent, and the information & knowledge 
delivered is in the "result set". 
When the events occur and the condition satisfied, the actions are taken to deploy 

Query Agents. Tben the Query Agents search the needed information & knowledge, 
and the Delivery Agent will push the information & knowledge to user. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a mechanism of timely information & knowledge push is proposed 
with ECA and Multi-agent techniques, and TIKPS framework is introduced. We 
argue that the proposed approach leads to a feasible solution for timely, actively 
information & knowledge push service in a knowledge organization: a problem still to 
be solved. 

Multi-Agent system, in which each autonomous Agent is responsible for a specific 
task, interacting and collaborating with others, can deal with the heterogeneity and 
distribution ofthe information sources, and provide a robust and flexible solution. For 
example, Multi-Agent system can be weil adapting the change ofuser's requirements 
by generating or destroying information monitoring and query agents, without 
influencing other requirements' satisfaction. Tbe fact that we are using ECA mIes to 
defme user's requirements and agent logic does not restrict the functionality of the 
agent: i.e. the action part of the ECA mIes can be allowed to contain arbitrary 
functions. Tbe events that can trigger the activation of some agent's function are 
c1early stated in the event part of the corresponding mle while the condition part 
defmes additional requirements for the function to be activated. Beside, the usage of 
ECA mIes effectively implements the timely push of information & knowledge. 
Overall, this declarative way influences positively a number of aspects of the system 
like optimization opportunities, efficiency and flexibility. 
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